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Does perceived similarity of
pro-environmental behaviors lead
to behavioral spillover?

Lieke Dreijerink*, Michel Handgraaf and Gerrit Antonides

Urban Economics Chairgroup, Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands

Similarity of pro-environmental behaviors is described as a moderator of

behavioral spillover: when behaviors are perceived as similar positive spillover

would be more likely. However, how people perceive similarity is unclear and

therefore, the exact role that similarity plays in the spillover process is uncertain.

In a survey (n = 1,536) we investigated how people clustered a variety of pro-

environmental behaviors and why. Moreover, we explored potential spillovers

between people’s current and desired behaviors. People appeared to mainly

cluster behaviors according to domains (such as energy, mobility) in addition to

other categorization types. Furthermore, positive spillovers from actual to desired

behavior occurred bothwithin and between domains. In other words, similarity did

not seem to play an important role in predicting spillover. In general, people who

clustered behaviors into more di�erent categories had a stronger overall desire to

behave pro-environmentally than people who used fewer clusters.

KEYWORDS

perceived similarity, mental accounting, behavior-to-desire spillovers, MDS, hierarchical

cluster analysis, thematic content analysis, CATPCA

1. Introduction

Given the current climate change situation and the accompanying challenges ahead,

there is growing interest in how low-carbon, pro-environmental behavior (PEB) can be

encouraged.When creating effective behavioral change strategies to reduce climate change, a

narrow focus on single behaviors will however be inefficient and could lead to the creation or

worsening of environmental problems outside the focus (Thøgersen, 1999). As “no behavior

sits in a vacuum,” “sector-thinking” should be abandoned and changing whole lifestyles

should be the aim (Dolan and Galizzi, 2015, p. 1). The focus on behavioral spillover research

in recent years indicates that there is an increased notion of the need to broaden the scope

(e.g., Truelove et al., 2014; Dolan andGalizzi, 2015; VanDerWerff and Steg, 2018;Maki et al.,

2019; Penz et al., 2019). Behavioral spillover implies that acting in a pro-environmental way

changes a person’s likelihood or extent of performing other PEBs (Lanzini and Thøgersen,

2014). Behavioral spillover can be positive when the adoption of a particular first behavior

(PEB1) is found to increase a person’s inclination to engage in another second behavior

(PEB2) (Thøgersen and Crompton, 2009). However, spillover can also be negative, in which

case the reverse effect is observed: after adopting a PEB1, the probability of an individual

adopting another PEB2 declines. Both kinds of spillover can be seen as either a positive

or negative feedback loop that leads toward either more or less PEBs. Meadows (1999)

described feedback loops as ways or “leverage points” to intervene in a system. Steering on

these leverage or “social tipping” points (Otto et al., 2020) may help in bringing and speeding

up overall change.
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Previous studies show that both negative and positive

behavioral spillovers occur, but generally spillover effects are

small (Maki et al., 2019; Geiger et al., 2021). However, a number

of moderators have been identified that positively or negatively

affect the occurrence of behavioral spillover, implying that

under certain circumstances the spillover effect may be larger

(Maki et al., 2019; Carrico, 2021). These moderators include the

frame of the intervention, e.g., focus on identity (Baca-Motes

et al., 2013) or a monetary vs. environmental focus (Lanzini

and Thøgersen, 2014; Steinhorst and Matthies, 2016), a person’s

political ideology (Lacasse, 2016; Truelove et al., 2016), and the

perception of the PEBs; including the degree of similarity of

PEBs (Thøgersen, 2004), and the perceived difficulty of PEBs

(Fujii, 2006; Gneezy et al., 2012). Here we focus on the degree of

similarity, as there is lack of clarity about how people perceive

similarity of PEBs and researchers use various definitions of

similarity when studying spillovers. The paper addresses the

questions of how people perceive the similarity of PEBs, and

how their perception of similarity affects potential spillovers.

In addition, we consider the role of people’s perception of the

difficulty or effort of performing PEBs within the spillover process

as this appeared to be an important factor in the relation between

motivation and PEB performance (Dreijerink et al., 2022). In

the theoretical framework we succinctly describe the state of

art of similarity, the process of positive and negative spillovers,

and definitions concerning perception and categorization

of PEBs.

1.1. Theoretical framework

Studies show that people tend to be more likely to co-

perform behaviors in similar categories (Gatersleben et al., 2002).

In other words, when behaviors are perceived as more similar

positive spillovers are more likely (Thøgersen, 2004; Margetts and

Kashima, 2017). A meta-analysis by Maki et al. (2019) indeed

found that PEBs that were perceived as highly similar led to more

positive spillover compared with behaviors perceived as medium

or low similarity. A commonly used explanation is that people act

because of a preference for consistency and a desire to prevent

dissonance associated with inconsistent behaviors. In line with

this explanation, several studies on the foot-in-the-door effect

showed that compliance with a second request was greater when

the first request was similar (Nilsson et al., 2017). Moreover, it is

suggested that people with a strong environmental identity and

high knowledge might be more likely to engage in positive spillover

simply because they recognize the behaviors as related (Truelove

et al., 2014).

Studies on mental accounting may provide additional

explanations of positive spillovers within categories. Mental

accounting assumes that people use accounts to organize,

evaluate, and keep track of their financial activities (Thaler,

1999). Expenditures are grouped into categories (for example

housing, food, leisure, etc.) and spending can be constrained by

implicit or explicit budgets. Moreover, similar expenses combined

into one category are psychologically integrated, thus hurting

less than segregating expenses (Thaler, 1980). Next to financial

decision making, mental accounting has been studied in other

fields, including ethical (Schütte and Gregory-Smith, 2015), food

(Krishnamurthy and Prokopec, 2010), and energy consumption

(Hahnel et al., 2020). Also, mental accounts have been described

as categories that are organized around active goals (Paul et al.,

2018). Pursuing a goal requires protecting it from competing goals,

which can be accomplished by committing resources (e.g., money,

attention, effort) to that goal rather than to other goals (Brendl

et al., 1998). In these applications of mental accounting, financial

expenses are replaced with spending attention or effort. In line

with this argumentation, people would therefore be more inclined

to subsequently spend these resources within the same category

than in a different category.

In contrast, the mental accounting hypothesis has been

challenged by several studies showing positive spillovers between

categories and people engaging in dissimilar behaviors (e.g.,

Thøgersen and Ölander, 2003; Lanzini and Thøgersen, 2014; Xu

et al., 2018). While correlations between dissimilar PEBs suggest

the possibility of wider spillover effects, the reasons for consistency

are however not well understood (Nash et al., 2017).

Negative spillovers have more often been found between

categories, or when behaviors are dissimilar (e.g., Tiefenbeck et al.,

2013; Werfel, 2017). For example, Geng et al. (2016) found that

after a green purchasing task, respondents were less inclined

to save water. An explanation would be that when people do

not perceive behaviors as similar, they see no inconsistency in

behaviors (Thøgersen, 2004). Therefore, preference for consistency

and desire to prevent dissonance do not encourage them to act pro-

environmentally in both instances. From the mental accounting

perspective, focusing on one account and less on others would

indeed be expected. However, themental accounting hypothesis has

been challenged by several studies showing or suggesting negative

spillovers within categories (e.g., Weber, 1997; Truelove et al., 2014;

Chatelain et al., 2018).

In the (limited) literature that explicitly focuses on spillovers

and similarity most studies assess similarity by means of domains

(Juhl et al., 2017; Nash et al., 2019). For example, in a qualitative

study on self-reported spillovers, Nash et al. (2019) described

that the most commonly reported types of spillover effects

were within behavioral domains (such as waste or resource

conservation) as opposed to between domains, in line with

the mental accounting hypothesis. Additionally, Thøgersen and

Ölander (2003) investigated the spread of PEBs both within and

between consumption domains. Although there are exceptions (see

Margetts and Kashima, 2017) in spillover studies similarity seems

to imply that behaviors are part of specific domains.

The literature shows that (lay) people and researchers apply

different ways to categorize PEBs. Most research on PEB attributes

has focused on energy experts’ conceptualizations about the cost,

frequency of action, and environmental impact of one class of

PEBs: household behaviors that contribute to greenhouse gas

emissions reductions (Truelove and Gillis, 2018). Experts have

most frequently proposed a simple dichotomous classification

scheme: (a) low-impact, low-cost, repetitive, curtailment behaviors

(such as turning down the heat or reducing appliance use); and

(b) high-impact, high-cost, infrequent, efficiency behaviors (such

as insulating one’s home or buying energy efficient appliances)

(Boudet et al., 2016).
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As Truelove and Gillis (2018) describe, a second class of

literature has adopted a more laypeople-driven approach to

categorizing a wide set of PEBs. This approach typically involves

conducting surveys of people’ self-reported PEB frequencies and

then factor analyzing responses to see which types of PEBs

group together. Similarly, card-sorting procedures and Rasch-

type modeling efforts provide insight into which PEBs people

cluster as similar. Factor analyses on the frequency of performing

PEBs and card-sorting procedures generally reveal clusters based

on domains of behavior, such as waste-reduction, recycling,

domestic energy conservation, transport, advocacy, and consumer

behavior (Bratt, 1999; Gatersleben et al., 2002; Bernard et al., 2009;

Whitmarsh and O’Neill, 2010). These domains could be viewed

as mental accounts. Antonides et al. (2011) indeed reported that

about half of their respondents indicated to reserve money for

different expenses, including food, clothing, transportation, and

so forth. Additionally, Zhang et al. (2020) found that roughly

60 percent of people use budgetary categories, such as food,

clothing, gas, entertainment, and so forth. However, they also found

clear variation in the level of detail at which people categorized

their spending.

In addition to the first two approaches and different than

researchers, (lay) people appear to categorize behaviors in other

ways. For example, in a study on clustering domestic energy

consumption behaviors, Gabe-Thomas et al. (2016) found that

the degree to which participants agreed on which appliances

belonged together was based on location within the home

(e.g., kitchen) and on activities (e.g., entertainment). In their

sorting study on 44 household water saving behaviors Kneebone

et al. (2018) found that location (indoors vs. outdoors) was

the primary attribute used to define behavioral similarity.

The secondary attribute was behavior type: either curtailment

or efficiency.

Besides the various ways of categorization, the broadness

of categories and thus the number of categories people use is

crucial. Within mental accounting the range of each category

or how broad people “set the brackets” is identified as an

important aspect (Koch and Nafziger, 2016). Brackets can be

defined broadly over large sets of choices or narrowly over

very small sets of choices. For example, Heath and Soll (1996)

documented how people control their expenditures in narrowly

bracketed mental accounts, such as entertainment, clothing,

or food, but at the same time, not all accounts are narrow:

people do not have a mental account for every item they

buy, or for every possible consumption category. It is expected

that when people cluster PEBs into one overall account this

may have consequences for the occurrence of spillovers. For

example, Kaiser (1998) suggested that having a holistic view

of PEBs (i.e., “ecological concern”), could lead to an increase

of the performance of several PEBs. Therefore, strengthening

links between PEBs might lead to higher perceived similarity

and possibly to more positive spillovers (Nash et al., 2017).

Contrarily, mental organization that bundles different energy-

consuming actions together into one broad “carbon account” may

result in negative spillovers within this account (Hahnel et al.,

2020). Thus, specialization into a few accounts would lead overall

to more pro-environmental behavior if these accounts include

similar behaviors.

1.2. Current study

In the current study we aimed to provide insight into how

people perceive similarity of PEBs and how this perception

affects behavioral spillovers. We first focused on the type of

categorization people used, what type of categorization prevailed

and why people applied a particular categorization. Based on the

predominant view in the literature, we expected that the majority

of people would cluster the PEBs according to domains such as

housing, mobility, food, and so forth (Hypothesis 1). In a paper

on perceived similarity of 44 household water saving behaviors,

Kneebone et al. (2018) described a replicable procedure, using

multidimensional scaling analysis (MDS) and hierarchical cluster

analysis (HCA) with thematic content analysis and categorical

principal components analysis (CATPCA). We followed their

procedure to understand which PEBs are seen as similar and why,

but we made three adjustments. First, to avoid “sector-thinking”

(Dolan and Galizzi, 2015, p. 1), we applied the procedure to

a broader range of PEBs rather than to a single domain. This

resulted in a broad, heterogeneous set of behaviors. Second, in

addition to consumer behaviors we added citizen engagement

behaviors, since behaviors in the citizenship domain, including

voting or participating in social movements, are important to

facilitate sustainable lifestyles (Stern, 2000; Nielsen et al., 2021).

Third, we conducted a quantitative (instead of a qualitative) study

which enabled us to involve a large group of participants that

would include a representative sample of Dutch society. We further

explored the relationship between how people categorize the PEBs

and potential positive and negative spillovers between the PEBs

that they perform currently and the PEBs they desire to perform

in the future.

2. Method

2.1. Respondents

This study was an addition to a study on social support

for climate policy. The latter study used a sample from the

IandO Research panel that was representative for Dutch society.

Participants were recruited at the end of November 2019. 1,536

People participated, including 54% males and 46% females.

Educational levels varied from 24% lower (primary education up

to and including incomplete secondary education), 35% medium

(secondary education, vocational education, up to and including

first year higher vocational education) to 41% higher educated

(higher vocational education up to and including university

degree). Age varied from 14% in the category 18–39 years, 39% in

the category 40–64 years, and 47% were 65 years or older.

2.2. Materials and procedure

As this study was added to an online questionnaire on support

for climate policy, parts of the questionnaire are not relevant

for this study and are therefore not described. The relevant part

of the questionnaire is included in the Supplement. Our study

was preregistered at as.predicted (#31213). In this preregistration
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TABLE 1 17 PEBs categorized in six domains, with their estimated carbon

emission impact (low/high).

PEB Domain Est.
carbon
impact

1. Buy solar panels Energy in
home—
efficiency

High

2. Buy a heat pump Energy in
home—
efficiency

High

3. Insulate the house to keep it warm Energy in
home—
efficiency

High

4. Put on a sweater in the house when
it’s cold

Energy in
home—
curtailment

Low

5. Switch off lights and heating when
you leave

Energy in
home—
curtailment

Low

6. Take short showers (maximum 5
minutes)

Energy in
home—
curtailment

Low

7. Use a bike for short distances (5 to
10 km)

Mobility High

8. Use public transport for medium
distances (30 to 60 km)

Mobility High

9. Not go on a holiday by airplane a Mobility High

10. Only buy fruit and vegetables grown
in the Netherlands

Food Low

11. Be a vegetarian (not eating meat or
fish)

Food High

12. Throw empty glass jars and bottles
in bottle bank

Food Low

13. Read about climate and environment Green
citizenship

Low

14. Vote for a political party committed
to climate and environment

Green
citizenship

High

15. Only buy products from eco
companies

Goods High

16. Buy second-hand items Goods High

17. Repair things and clothing that
break down

Goods High

aReversed in analyses.

we described several research questions: the present one on

categorization, but also on other topics not described here. The

online questionnaire included questions on the following topics.

2.2.1. Pro-environmental behaviors
Performance of PEBs was measured using items inspired

by the General Ecological Behavior (GEB) scale items (Arnold

et al., 2018). We included items from specific (consumption)

domains, namely curtailing in-home energy use, efficient in-home

energy use, mobility, food, buying goods, and green citizenship

(see Table 1). Furthermore, we added variation with regard to

TABLE 2 Number of clusters that respondents created.

Number of clusters Number of respondents

0 a 124

1 157

2 256

3 446

4 323

5 172

6 54

7 2

8 2

Total 1,536

aNot able to cluster.

the environmental impact of behaviors: some having a low

estimated impact (low carbon emission) versus others having

higher impact (higher carbon emission). Impact estimations were

based on the Dutch website of Milieu Centraal (2019) that provides

thorough information on environmental impacts based on lifecycle

assessments (LCA). The goal of these emission estimations was

to add variation in the selection of PEBs and not to quantify the

exact impact of each behavior. To limit the questionnaire length,

we selected 13 items from the 74 GEB items. Some items were

adjusted to the Dutch situation. For example, prior interviews (see

Dreijerink et al., 2021) showed that riding a bicycle or taking public

transportation to go to work or school were perceived as very

different and should therefore not be combined into one item (we

have included three mobility items, i.e., 7, 8, and 9 in Table 1).

In addition, items were shortened for clarity. Finally, we added

four items to have a sufficient number of items per domain (item

numbers 2, 14, 16, 17 in Table 1).

2.2.1.1. Clustering task

Following a procedure used by Gabe-Thomas et al. (2016),

but adjusted to our quantitative study setting, respondents were

asked to cluster the 17 PEBs into groups depending on how they

felt behaviors naturally “went together,” and to provide a name

for each cluster. Respondents were instructed that they could

cluster the cards in any manner they wished provided they made

a minimum of one and a maximum of eight groups. On average

respondents defined six clusters in the studies by Gabe-Thomas

et al. (2016) and by Kneebone et al. (2018). Since we included fewer

behaviors than previous studies, we expected that a maximum of

eight would suffice.

After forming each cluster, respondents were asked to provide

names to describe its contents. 124 (8%) of the respondents

indicated they were not able to cluster the behaviors and were

excluded from the analyses (see Table 2). The modal number of

groups the remaining 1,412 respondents clustered the 17 PEBs into

was 3 (M = 3.2, SD = 1.3). Not all respondents provided relevant

names, for instance they filled in “no,” or “group 1,” or a similar

name that was not explaining their clustering choice. However,
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FIGURE 1

Dendrogram showing grouping of PEBs.

FIGURE 2

Biplot of dimensions 1 (abstract/concrete) and 2 (large/small impact) with HCA clusters.
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FIGURE 3

Biplot of dimensions 1 (abstract/concrete) and 3 (home/away) with HCA clusters.

since this group of 97 respondents (6%) stated to be able to cluster

the behaviors, we included them in our analysis.

2.2.1.2. Performing the PEBs

Next, respondents were asked whether they performed the

behaviors, on a 5-point scale from 1 (never), 2 (seldom), 3

(occasionally), 4 (often) to 5 (always). In addition, respondents

could indicate they did not know. For four items, including having

solar panels installed, having a heat pump installed, having their

home insulated, or being a vegetarian, respondents were asked to

indicate whether or not they performed this behavior, or that it was

not applicable to them.

2.2.1.3. Desire to perform the PEBs

In addition, respondents were asked for each of the 17 PEBs

to what extent they would desire to perform them on a 10-point

scale ranging from 1 (would not like to do this at all) to 10 (would

like to do this very much). If respondents had indicated on the four

previous items on performance that they already had installed solar

panels, a heat pump or insulation, or if they were vegetarian, the

questions on their desire to perform these behaviors were skipped.

For the other 13 PEBs, desire was measured, but in the analyses, we

only included the desire of respondents who did never, seldomly, or

only occasionally perform these PEBs.

2.2.1.4. Perceived e�ort of PEBs

Finally, perceived effort of each of the 17 PEBs was measured

using a 10-point scale, from 1 (very much effort) to 10 (very little

effort). The scale was reversed during analysis.

2.3. Analysis

A three-step combination of (a) multidimensional scaling

analysis (MDS) and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) with (b)

thematic content analysis and (c) categorical principal components

analysis (CATPCA) was applied to investigate which behaviors

were seen as similar and why they were seen as similar (see

Kneebone et al., 2018). In addition to the confirmatory analysis, we

explored the relation between how respondents cluster the PEBs

and their (spillover) behavior, by means of regression analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Categorization

3.1.1. Clustering the behaviors
MDS can be used to find a structure in a set of distance

measures between objects or cases. As we wanted to identify similar

behaviors, MDS was performed on the 17 PEBs of the 1,412
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respondents, based on a 17 × 17 co-occurrence matrix. The MDS

analysis was carried out using the PROXSCAL option (Euclidean

model) in SPSS (version 24). We tested multiple dimension options

(1 to 5 dimensions) to assess the most interpretable solution,

where stress-values were minimized. The results suggested a 3-

dimensional orthogonal solution was optimal, with a “fair” S-stress

value of 0.09 (Kruskal, 1964). A larger number of dimensions led

to better stress-levels, but the accompanying scree plot showed

an optimum (“elbow”) at three dimensions. The first dimension

appeared to distinguish between behaviors that are known to be

pro-environmental and that are quite concrete (such as insulating

one’s home, turning lights and heat off when you leave) and more

unknown behaviors that may be perceived as more abstract (for

example, voting for a “green” political party, and reading about

climate and the environment). The second dimension seemed

to distinguish between large impact behaviors (such as eating

vegetarian food, buying products from ecological companies,

buying a heat pump) and small impact behaviors (for example

repair clothes and things that break, and take short showers).

Finally, the third dimension seemed to distinguish between actions

close to home (such as buying Dutch fruits and vegetables, putting

a sweater on) and behaviors that are about going away from home

(including use of public transport for 30–60 kmdistances, not flying

when going on holiday). An overview of the loadings per dimension

is added in the Supplementary Table S1.

In addition to the MDS analysis aimed at finding an underlying

structure of the PEBs, we used an agglomerative HCA of the

co-occurrence matrix to investigate which behaviors respondents

most frequently grouped together. Ward’s solution provided the

clearest outcome in terms of interpretability, with the shortest

branches. The HCA and accompanying scree plot indicated the

best result at five main clusters, of which the first could be

subdivided into two sub-clusters (see Figure 1). Results showed a

distinction between five main clusters (energy in home, mobility,

green citizenship, consumption of goods, and circularity), and

two sub-clusters (energy investment and energy curtailment).

The clusters are plotted on the MDS dimensions in biplots

(Figures 2, 3).

3.1.2. Naming the clusters
In addition to clustering, we analyzed the names respondents

assigned to the groups they clustered, to explore why particular

behaviors were placed together. We summarized names they

provided into themes and constructs, by using a combination

of a priori constructs from behavior categorization literature,

for example, consumption domain or location, and inductively

defined constructs. In total the respondents clustered and named

4,228 groups. Our thematic content analysis summarized this

list into 30 descriptive constructs, arranged into 11 themes.

The frequency of use of each construct was recorded in a

contingency table (Table 3), showing that “Consumption domains”

themed constructs made up 43% of responses. Within this theme,

especially the construct of “energy” and the related constructs

of “curtailment” and “efficiency” (15%), and “mobility” (10%)

stand out as often applied constructs. Additionally, the constructs

of “personal practice” (10%), “effectiveness” (10%), “difficulty of

behavior” (10%), “lifestyle” (8%), “location” (7%), “typology” (5%),

“rationality” (1%), “money savers” (1%), and “frequency of the

behavior” (1%) were used. Around 5% of the descriptions (“other”)

did not fall within any one of these themes.

Finally, the analysis showed that although consumption

domains were used most often, respondents largely used a mix

of clustering themes. For instance, some respondents (n =

127) used only consumption domains to describe their clusters,

while a larger group (n = 693) used both domain themes and

other themes.

3.1.3. Combining clustering and naming
In the final step, we combined the results on the clustering

task with the names respondents provided for each of the clusters.

The results from MDS and HCA, with the thematic content

analysis, were linked using CATPCA. Similar to standard PCA,

CATPCA reduces data dimensions into “principal components”

accounting for as much of the variance in the data as

possible. SPSS allows incorporation of the behavior location

coordinates from the MDS analysis as a fixed configuration

(Dobbie, 2013; Kneebone et al., 2018). In other words, the

coordinates of PEBs obtained during the MDS analysis were

used in the CATPCA. CATPCA was performed with optimal

scaling and variable principal normalization, on 17 × 0 matrices

containing the number of times a construct was mentioned

in relation to each of the 17 PEBs. This way we could

analyze why respondents grouped the PEBs, with the use of

what constructs.

After testing the CATPCA on one to five dimensions,

we selected a 3-dimensional solution as the most meaningful

with high internal consistencies of the three factors

(Cronbach’s αs of, respectively 0.94, 0.92, and 0.71)

accounting for 79% of variance, and 24% of eigenvalue

variance (VAF). All constructs had variance larger than 0.1

and were therefore all included (see the VAF column in

Table 3). PEB coordinates on the three dimensions obtained

from MDS were used in the CATPCA by means of a

fixed configuration.

The 30 constructs were plotted in Figures 4, 5 over the MDS

dimensions and HCA clusters (displayed in Figures 2, 3). Each

construct is illustrated as a vector. Vector length indicates the

relative frequency of construct use (the higher the frequency,

the longer the vector) and vector direction is determined by the

location of the PEBs the construct was used to describe. The

biplots therefore combine data illustrating which PEBs are seen

as similar and why they are seen as similar. The biplots show,

for example, that on the abstract/concrete dimension (dimension

1), the abstract side is related to the constructs of “ineffective,”

“typology,” “other,” “food,” “green citizen,” and “lifestyle” (see

Figures 4, 5). On this side we see PEBs related to goods and

green citizenship. On the concrete side of the dimension the

constructs of “energy,” “money saving,” “in or outside the house,”

“curtailment,” “things I can do,” and “things with others” appeared.

On this side PEBs were related to energy and mobility. These
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TABLE 3 Contingency table of proportional frequency of constructs used by respondents when describing clusters of similar behaviors, with Variance

Accounted For (VAF) in CATPCA in the final column.

Theme Construct Sample terms used
by respondents

Frequency of
use (%)

VAF total
eigenvalue
CATPCA

Consumption domains Energy Saving energy, energy
improvement

11.0 0.99

Energy-Curtailmenta Saving by use, frugal 2.3 0.87

Energy-Efficiencya Home insulation, energy
investment

1.7 0.97

Mobility Transport, travel 10.3 0.97

Circularity Waste, materials, re-use,
recycling

5.1 0.82

Goods Clothing, sustainable
consumption, buying less

4.6 0.56

Food Food, eating 4.5 0.94

Green citizenship Voting, politics, knowledge,
information, forming an
opinion

3.9 0.62

Total 43.3 6.74

Personal practice Can practice Things I can do, things
everyone can do

5.4 0.92

Practice in future Next steps 1.5 0.61

Other Normal to do, practical,
theory

1.3 0.44

Do practice Things I do 0.7 0.69

Do not practice No go, do not do 0.7 0.56

Can with help With others, help 0.3 0.85

Want to practice My goals, what I want to do 0.2 0.26

Total 10.1 4.33

Effectiveness Effective Sustainable, CO2 saving,
effective

6.9 0.88

Ineffective No use, useless, no effect 1.9 0.83

Small effect All little things help, it could
help

0.9 0.29

Total 9.7 2.00

Difficulty of behavior Easy Easy to do, quick wins, no
costs

5.3 0.95

Difficult Big changes, high costs 3.8 0.85

Medium More difficult things 0.3 0.68

Total 9.5 2.48

Lifestyle Lifestyle Conscious sustainable living,
behavior

7.8 0.90

Location In home Home, household, house,
kitchen

5.5 0.99

In or close to home In or around the house,
garden, outside

1.0 0.98

Surroundings Living environment, local,
hometown

0.5 0.70

Total 7.1 3.57

Typology Type of person who would do this Green party voters, premium
environmentalist, people with
money

4.7 0.90

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Theme Construct Sample terms used
by respondents

Frequency of
use (%)

VAF total
eigenvalue
CATPCA

Rationality Use of mind Common sense, reflect 1.4 0.88

Money savers Money savers Save money 0.7 0.85

Frequency Frequency Daily behaviors 0.5 0.87

Other Other Pets, taking responsibility,
companies, no, group
number, no reason

5.2 0.94

Total 100 23.54

aIf people were more specific regarding energy, their description was coded as curtailment or efficiency.

FIGURE 4

CATPCA biplot of constructs defining behavioral similarity, superimposed on the MDS dimensions 1 (abstract/concrete) and 2 (large/small impact),

including the HCA clusters.

categoriesmay be considered as based on activities (Kneebone et al.,

2018).

In sum, next to the consumption domain descriptions, the

respondents added various constructs to the clusters. Generally

speaking, the behaviors within the energy curtailment cluster were

labeled as easy concrete things related to energy people can do

within the home that have small effects. The behaviors within

the energy investment cluster were labeled as difficult concrete

things related to energy people can do, but do not do within the

home. Mobility behaviors were labeled as concrete effective things

related to mobility that people want to do in the future. The citizen

engagement behaviors were labeled as abstract ineffective things

related to food and the other category. The goods cluster behaviors

were labeled as abstract difficult food and goods behaviors that are

related to lifestyle. Finally, the behaviors in the circular cluster were

labeled as easy, rational things that have a small impact.

Table 4 summarizes both the clustering and the naming for

each of the six consumption domains. Overall, the CATPCA shows

that the perception of the behaviors and clusters is richer than just

naming the consumption domains. Still, the consumption domains

prevail within respondents’ perception.

3.2. Behavior-to-desire spillover

With insights on how respondents clustered the PEBs, we could

explore the effect of clustering on positive or negative behavior-to-

desire spillover within and between clusters.
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FIGURE 5

CATPCA biplot of constructs defining behavioral similarity, superimposed on the MDS dimensions 1 (abstract/concrete) and 3 (home/away),

including the HCA clusters.

TABLE 4 Summary of dimensions and added constructs for each of the six consumption domains.

Domain Concretenessa Impacta Locationa Constructsb

Di�culty E�ectiveness Things to do

Energy investment (e.g., solar panels) Concrete Large Home Difficult Things I can do

Energy curtailment (e.g., wear sweater) Concrete Small Home Easy Things I do

Mobility (e.g., not flying) Concrete Small/Large Away Effective Things I want to do

Green citizenship (e.g., reading) Abstract Small Home/Away Ineffective

Goods (e.g., be vegetarian) Abstract Large Home/Away Difficult Things I do not do

Circularity (e.g., recycle) Abstract Small Home/Away Easy Small effect Future things

aMDS dimension.
bNot all constructs can be related to all domains, hence the empty cells.

3.2.1. Within-cluster spillover
Potential within- and between-cluster spillovers related to the

six HCA clusters were explored. We conducted linear regression

for each cluster separately to predict a respondent i’s mean desire

(MDij) to perform behaviors within cluster j from respondent

i’s total performance (TPij) of all PEBs within that same cluster

(see Supplementary Table S2, Model 1). We used TP of PEBs in

clusters that were already performed to predict MD of PEBs

in clusters that were not yet performed. Following previous

dichotomization of the same 5-point scale for the purpose of Rasch

analyses (e.g., Kaiser and Lange, 2021; Dreijerink et al., 2022),

we defined the item categories never, seldom, and occasionally

as not performing a PEB, and often and always as performing

a PEB. Per respondent TP per cluster was calculated of PEBs

that were already performed and MD per cluster was calculated

for PEBs that were not performed. Results showed that, except

for the energy investment cluster, for all other clusters MD

was significantly affected by TP. For most clusters, performing

behaviors within this cluster increased respondents’ desire to

perform PEBs in the same cluster; this implies a potential for

within-cluster spillovers. Only for the goods cluster this was not the

case: the negative coefficient indicates that the more respondents

already bought from eco companies, bought second-hand, or

repaired things, the less they desired to act more in this way.

Possibly the low desire to become a vegetarian explains this result

(see Supplementary Table S3).
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3.2.2. Between-cluster spillover
To investigate between-cluster effects we conducted linear

regression (Equation 1) for each of the six clusters separately to

predict respondents’ MD to perform behaviors within the cluster

from the TP of PEBs in all six clusters, with coefficients b0j
(constant) and bj, with J = 6, and error term εij. Again, we used

MD for PEBs that were not performed and TP for PEBs that

were performed.

MDij = b0j +

J∑

j=1

bj∗TPij + εij (1)

Results showed again within-cluster effects, but only for

the mobility and goods clusters, and unlike Model 1, a

significant, negative effect for the energy investment cluster (see

Supplementary Table S2, Model 2). In addition, we found several

effects between clusters. Figure 6A displays the significant between-

cluster effects (plotted on MDS Figure 2 for recognizability).

Positive (negative) coefficients in Supplementary Table S2 indicate

positive (negative) spillover effects. All significant between-cluster

coefficients were positive, except for the relation between the goods

and circularity cluster. The green citizenship cluster appeared to

be the strongest significant predictor for energy investment and

the mobility clusters, and a significant predictor of the goods and

circularity clusters. This result implies that when respondents read

on environmental issues and vote for a political party committed to

the environment, they are more inclined to perform PEBs in other

clusters. The coefficients for within-cluster effects appeared not to

be stronger than the coefficients for between-cluster effects; only for

the goods cluster the coefficient was the strongest within its cluster.

This result indicates that positive spillover effects within clusters are

not necessarily stronger than between clusters. Furthermore, TP of

some clusters (including energy curtailment and mobility) affected

the MD to perform PEBs in other clusters (such as goods) while

there were no reverse effects. This result implies that some spillover

directions are more fruitful than others. For example, performing

behaviors in the mobility cluster may be a steppingstone to also

perform goods related behaviors. Finally, we found one negative

relation: the goods cluster TP was related to a somewhat lower MD

for PEBs in the circularity cluster.

To gain more insight into why the energy investment cluster

deviated in Model 1 we analyzed the within-cluster effects for the

separate PEBs. We conducted linear regression (Equation 2) for

each cluster separately to predict a respondent’s desire (Dij) to

perform behaviors within cluster j from the performance (Pijk)

of each of the k PEBs within this cluster, with coefficients b0j
(constant) and bjk, and error term εij. Only respondents who had

not performed the desired behavior were included.

Dij = b0j +

K∑

k=1

bjk∗Pijk + εij (2)

Within clusters, D appeared for almost all PEBs to be affected

by one or more Ps (see Figure 6B). For the energy investment

PEBs it was found that having solar panels increased respondents’

desire to also install a heat pump and having insulated one’s home

increased respondents’ desire to install solar panels. As the mean

D for the most difficult energy behavior (only 54 respondents had

installed a heat pump) was quite low (see Supplementary Table S3),

this could indeed explain the negative coefficient reported in

Supplementary Table S2. Overall, the results imply that performing

a specific PEB within a cluster can increase desire within that

cluster and may therefore lead to behavioral spillover. Moreover,

the results show possible steppingstones, as performing one PEB

increased desire to do another. For example, using public transport

affected the desire to use one’s bicycle more often and to refrain

from flying. Coefficients were not significantly negative, and we

thus did not find indications of potential negative spillovers

within clusters.

3.2.3. E�ect of the number of clusters on spillover
Finally, we explored if the number of clusters (NCLUSTER)

respondents created would make a difference for the behavior-

to-desire spillover. We expected that for respondents who

created more clusters, and therefore might use more specific

mental accounts, within-cluster and between-cluster effects would

be stronger than respondents we created fewer clusters. We

investigated the potential role of the number of clusters in three

ways. First, we compared the variance of the error terms of

respondents creating two or fewer clusters versus those creating

four or more clusters by means of the Goldfeld-Quandt test

(thereby leaving out the middle group of those creating 3 clusters).

Two separate linear regressions (Equation 3) were conducted for

each behavior, one for NCLUSTER<3 and one for NCLUSTER>3,

to predict a respondent’s desire (Di) to perform a behavior from the

average performance (Pi1) within the relevant cluster, the average

performance (Pi2) outside the relevant cluster, and perceived effort

(PE) of the behavior, with coefficients b0 (constant), b1, b2 and

error term εi. Only respondents who had not performed the desired

behavior were included.

Di = b0 + b1∗Pi1 + b2∗Pi2 + b3∗PEi + εi (3)

Since a smaller error term would be associated with a better

fit of reported desires with the actual performance, we expected

the residual sum of squares (RSS) to be smaller when respondents

created more clusters. This appeared to be the case for eight PEBs.

However, overall, corresponding F-values were small, implying

that variances in both groups were similar, thus not indicating a

different degree of fit. At the α = .05 level we found significant

differences for three PEBs: wearing a sweater (F = 1.30), turning

off lights and heating (F = 1.73), and green voting (F = 1.25).

However, only for turning off lights and heating the effect was in the

expected direction; that is, more clusters leading to less variance.

Second, we investigated by means of ANOVA per PEB if the

absolute error terms differed depending on NCLUSTER. Absolute

error terms were calculated bymeans of linear regression (Equation

3), only for respondents who had not performed the desired

behavior. We found no significant differences, again not indicating

a different degree of fit.

Third, to check if a higher number of clusters would influence

the relation of performance with desires more than a smaller
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FIGURE 6

Significant coe�cients of regression Models 2 and 3 on Desire to perform (clusters of) PEBs. (A) Between clusters. (B) Within clusters. Non-significant

relations are not included but can be found in Supplementary Table S2. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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number of clusters, we analyzed the main effect of NCLUSTER and

interaction effects of NCLUSTER and performance of all behaviors

within a cluster (NCLUSTER × Pi1) and all behaviors that fell

outside the cluster (NCLUSTER × Pi2). Linear regressions per

PEB (Equation 3 added with the two interaction terms) showed a

main effect of NCLUSTER for 12 of the 17 PEBs, implying that, as

coefficients were positive, respondents who created more clusters

had a higher desire to perform PEBs in the future (see Table 5).

In addition, we found a significant interaction of NCLUSTER ×

performance within the cluster only for repairing (β = −0.126,

p = 0.025), thus not indicating a strong effect of the number of

clusters on the performance–desire relationship; see Table 5. The

interaction between NCLUSTER× performance outside the cluster

appeared significant for five of the 17 PEBs, namely install solar

panels, insulate, buy from eco companies, buy Dutch fruit and

vegetables, and read about environmental issues (see Table 5). In

addition, average performance of PEBs outside the cluster was a

significant predictor of desire for all PEBs. By combining behavior

performance on multiple clusters this factor appears to be a general

indicator of pro-environmental behavior.

In sum, when combining the three ways of our investigation

we find limited evidence that within-cluster and between-

cluster effects would be stronger for respondents who defined a

larger number of clusters compared to respondents who created

fewer clusters.

4. Discussion

As expected, people predominantly based the similarity of PEBs

on underlying (consumption) domains, but they applied several

other approaches and did not exclusively follow one approach. As

Thøgersen (2004) described, the degree to which two behaviors are

similar in one person’s mind indeed differs from the way they are

perceived as similar in another’s mind. Truelove and Gillis (2018)

also found that people’s perceptions of individual PEBs are complex

and include unexpected dimensions. Although we focused our

spillover analyses on similarity as domain-related, these analyses

could be repeated using different definitions of similarity (such

as effectiveness or practice). Here we decided to investigate the

dominant way of clustering to keep our story focused. We leave

the investigation of less-dominant dimensions for future research.

To construct a unifying categorization model of behaviors could be

of interest but will be a challenge. Regarding mental accounting,

Zhang et al. (2020) described that, to construct a theoretical model

of budgeting behaviors, it not only needs to be general enough

to capture the widespread use of various categories but also be

flexible enough to allow for differences in how broadly or narrowly

people categorize.

Nevertheless, categorization into (consumption) domains

prevailed, in line with our Hypothesis 1. Our findings differ

from studies that point to curtailment versus efficiency behaviors

as the most common distinction. People used this distinction,

but it proved less important. We could, however, have included

a better distinction on the curtailment/efficiency division on

the other domains (such as mobility). Moreover, our findings

differ from studies that identified location as an important

categorization factor or that suggested that energy consumption

is not an important factor in people’s categorizations. PEB

selection is probably an explanation for these differences: we

included a broad set of PEBs incorporating various domains,

while other studies focused on specific domains resulting in more

detailed categorizations.

The perception of similarity of PEBs is important as it is
expected that people are more inclined to act consistently pro-

environmentally when behaviors are perceived as similar (and

to be less inclined when behaviors are perceived as dissimilar).
Our study indeed shows that when people perform behaviors

within a category their desire to perform more behaviors with this
category increases. However, we also identified positive spillovers

between categories. Furthermore, our study showed a limited

number of negative relations both within and between clusters.

We therefore found no clear support for the mental accounting

hypothesis of positive spillover within categories and negative

spillover between categories. However, it appeared that positive

behavior–desire spillovers between certain categories were more

likely to occur than between others. The most promising starting

point for the design of an intervention on encouraging positive

spillover should therefore focus on similarity with regard to

consumption domains, as many studies on spillover have indeed
presumed. For some domains the strongest effects could be

expected if PEB1 and PEB2 are part of the same domain, but

effects could also occur between domains. Specific combinations

of behaviors seem most fruitful, where one behavior can be
a stepping stone that may lead to the uptake of another. We

should note here that the domain of green citizenship behaviors

appeared to have a stronger relation with the other domains

than these other domains among themselves. Possibly voting
for a political party with a green agenda, and reading about

environmental issues is a stronger expression of one’s pro-

environmental attitude than the other consumption behaviors

we included.

Finally, when people used more clusters, they had a stronger

desire to perform the individual PEBs and to perform PEBs in

several clusters. Creating more clusters might also have been an

indication of how important people thought the subject was; that

is, an expression of their pro-environmental attitude. However, the

number of clusters that people used did not affect the robustness of

the behavior-to-desire spillovers.

The main limitation of our study was the relatively small

selection of PEBs, due to questionnaire length. We therefore did

not vary all PEB domains on curtailment and efficiency, except

for energy. For example, regarding the mobility domain we could

have additionally included efficiency behaviors such as buying an

electric car or an electric bicycle. Moreover, the number of citizen

engagement behaviors we included was limited. By presenting a

limited selection of PEBs the clustering of behaviors might also

have been limited. In addition, we found that the majority of

respondents created three clusters or less, while our categorization

analysis resulted in five clusters. This difference may have affected

our results on spillovers and mental accounting, as the five

clusters we used as a starting point might have deviated from

reality. Also, we used the average clustering performed by the

respondents as representative for each respondent’s idiosyncratic

clustering, possibly leading to incorrect estimation of the expected

spillover relationships.
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TABLE 5 Linear regression coe�cients (standardized) of the factors Performance within a cluster, Performance outside a cluster, NCLUSTER,

interactions between within and outside performance and NCLUSTER, and Perceived E�ort (PE) predicting desire for each of the 17 PEBs (Model 5).

PEB P within cluster P outside cluster NCLUSTER NCLUSTER×

P within
cluster

NCLUSTER×

P
outside cluster

PE

b p b p b p b p b p b p

Sweater 0.138 0.012∗ 0.093 0.101 0.063 0.178 −0.021 0.702 −0.034 0.552 0.752 0.000∗∗∗

Lights/heating −0.011 0.920 0.329 0.012∗ 0.085 0.447 0.076 0.462 −0.134 0.345 636 0.000∗∗∗

Shower 0.079 0.247 0.243 0.001∗∗ 0.122 0.028∗ 0.011 0.882 −0.066 0.372 0.605 0.000∗∗∗

PV panels 0.044 0.377 0.518 0.000∗∗∗ 0.318 0.000∗∗∗ −0.042 0.400 −0.198 0.001∗∗ 0.340 0.000∗∗∗

Heat pump 0.030 0.721 0.390 0.000∗∗∗ 0.186 0.064 −0.012 0.886 0.059 0.650 0.301 0.000∗∗∗

Insulate 0.007 0.895 0.635 0.000∗∗∗ 0.410 0.000∗∗∗ 0.005 0.929 −0.278 0.004∗∗ 0.212 0.000∗∗∗

Not fly 0.078 0.207 0.315 0.000∗∗∗ 0.028 0.599 −0.038 0.541 0.042 0.585 0.548 0.000∗∗∗

Public
transport

−0.003 0.953 0.280 0.000∗∗∗ 0.095 0.023∗ 0.030 0.529 −0.012 0.846 0.587 0.000∗∗∗

Use bicycle 0.024 0.625 0.297 0.000∗∗∗ 0.236 0.000∗∗∗ 0.022 0.663 −0.084 0.240 0.502 0.000∗∗∗

Eco companies 0.004 0.869 0.550 0.000∗∗∗ 0.248 0.000∗∗∗ 0.037 0.127 −0.195 0.000∗∗∗ 0.354 0.000∗∗∗

Dutch
fruit/vegs

0.036 0.212 0.418 0.000∗∗∗ 0.308 0.000∗∗∗ 0.003 0.904 −0.212 0.000∗∗∗ 0.449 0.000∗∗∗

Vegetarian −0.071 0.040∗ 0.302 0.000∗∗∗ −0.042 0.289 0.063 0.065 0.011 0.824 0.693 0.000∗∗∗

Read 0.066 0.023∗ 0.302 0.000∗∗∗ 0.160 0.000∗∗∗ 0.007 0.822 −0.127 0.003∗∗ 0.606 0.000∗∗∗

Green vote 0.035 0.261 0.208 0.000∗∗∗ 0.110 0.019∗ 0.009 0.783 −0.059 0.296 0.682 0.000∗∗∗

Glass recycling 0.044 0.741 0.485 0.022∗ 0.421 0.023∗ 0.064 0.655 −0.364 0.149 0.317 0.024∗

Secondhand 0.021 0.643 0.192 0.000∗∗∗ 0.122 0.000∗∗∗ −0.012 0.798 −0.041 0.417 0.707 0.000∗∗∗

Repair 0.269 0.000∗∗∗ 0.113 0.040∗ 0.175 0.000∗∗∗ −0.126 0.025∗ 0.050 0.382 0.520 0.000∗∗∗

∗p < 0.05. ∗∗p < 0.01. ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Moreover, behavioral spillovers are commonly studied

regarding behavior, intentions, and policy support (e.g., Maki et al.,

2019). In our study we measured to what extent people desired

to perform PEBs, which is different from intentions. People can

for, example, want to buy from eco-companies, but not intend to

because they lack the money, or they can have a desire to install

solar panels, but not intend to because they rent their place. In

other words, desire can be seen as something one wants without

considering the practical obstacles. The relationship between desire

and behavior is thus even weaker than between intentions and

behavior. It is important to note that, overall, positive spillover

appears to occur from PEB1s to behavioral intentions, and negative

or no spillover appears to occur between PEB1s and behaviors

(Maki et al., 2019; Geiger et al., 2021). Our results on behavior–

desire spillover seem in line with these findings but raise the

question how similarity and mental accounting would play a role

or affect spillover between actual behaviors.

Finally, by focusing our investigation on perceived similarity

we left out other relevant psychological phenomena related

to behavioral spillover. The literature describes several other

moderators, including the frame of an intervention, people’s

political ideology or the perceived difficulty of the PEBs. In

addition, positive spillover is commonly explained by people’s

desire to be consistent (e.g., Festinger, 1962) and to act in line

with their identity (e.g., Van Der Werff et al., 2012), while

negative spillover is explained by moral licensing, that is, people

feeling allowed to act immorally after an initial moral act (Miller

and Effron, 2010). The interconnections between these different

psychological phenomena require more investigation. For example,

how people’s pro-environmental identity is related to how they

perceive similarity or apply mental accounting, and whether these

factors would play a similar role in behavior–intention spillover

compared to behavior–behavior spillover. Potentially, other factors

such as perceived difficulty or motivation are more important

in the behavior–behavior spillover process than in behavior–

intention spillovers. These interconnections between factors were

out of scope of this study but are highly relevant and need

more investigation.

5. Conclusion

Many people assess the similarity of PEBs based on their

belonging to specific (consumption) domains. Other ways of

categorization are also applied but to a lesser extent. It is important

to know how people assess the similarity of PEBs as it is expected

that similarity would lead to more positive spillovers. Our study

indeed shows that when people perform a behavior within a specific

domain their desire to do more within this domain increases.

However, in addition, we see that people who perform a behavior

in a specific domain also have a higher desire to perform behaviors

in other domains. Similarity, therefore, does not appear to be
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such an important moderator of the spillover process. Although

similarity plays a role it does not constrain people to performing

PEBs within one domain. Performing PEBs could thus lead to

various positive feedback loops. Moreover, when people use more

categories to cluster PEBs they desire to perform PEBs to a greater

extent. This implies that havingmultiple accounts is associated with

more pro-environmental desires and possibly behaviors. However,

using several categories does not make people more susceptible to

spillover. Future interventions can be based on these insights.
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